The

PHONE
TECHNIQUES
TOP DEALER GROUPS USE

ost dealers view the phone as a headache rather than potential revenue. That’s
unfortunate, especially when each phone call costs hundreds and consumers still
prefer calling to begin their buying journey.
CRISP, a simple yet effective acronym, helps you do more with the leads you’re already
driving and ensures every caller has the best phone experience. CRISP stands for Connect,
Request / Invite, Set and Pursue.

CONNECT
BEST PRACTICES

Connecting calls is the first step toward bringing in new, valuable customers to the dealership. However,
statistics show 39% of callers never reach someone who can help them book an appointment or address
their concern.

PROPERLY STAFF THE PHONES

WARM TRANSFER

The road to improvement starts when you
properly staff your BDC or Sales team. That way,
there’s always someone available to pick up the
phone. In spite of that, even when you have
enough people, conflicting schedules or a lack
of process can cause calls to slip through the
cracks. To ensure every call is answered, rotate
your agents’ lunch and break times so someone
is always near the phone.

If you called my phone and I just let it go to
voicemail, did I answer your call? Of course not.
You don’t need to be a phone routing expert to
know that. The next time someone tries to tell you
call duration or answer rate matters, you can tell
them how wrong they are.

CONVERSATION QUALITY
Your number one focus when boosting
connection rates? Ensuring callers reach
someone who is qualified to help them.
NOTE: An answered call is not considered
“connected” if the caller never gets ahold of
someone who can address his or her needs.

Connecting calls matters. Prospects hanging up
in frustration matters. Using a warm transfer
procedure works and eliminates a receptionist
forced forward – every caller’s misery. A warm
transfer is where the receptionist first checks to
see if the caller’s intended party is available and
present to help before blindly transferring the
caller over. If you’ve ever called your dentist office
and were haphazardly tossed around through
phone tree hell, you know how frustrating this is.
Make sure no customer gets sent to voicemail
unless specifically requested.

PHONE BRIDGE
Another way to boost connectivity rates is to use
a phone bridge (also called an IVR or phone tree),
the friendly greeting that says “Press 1 for sales,
2 for service, 3 for parts, or 0 for the operator.”
A bridge helps route each call to the correct
person before anyone even answers the phone.

REQUEST & INVITE
BEST PRACTICES

Your team is doing a great job connecting
calls. You’ve got interested prospects and your
conversations are smooth. You feel like your
agents are performing well, and it shows in
how many calls you get per day.
But for whatever reason, you don’t see a boost
in new sales or appointments. What’s the deal?
Surely these people are interested, so where
is everyone?
That’s where Request and Invite come in to
play. Every single call with a prospect
should result in an appointment request,
no exceptions! If a prospect is calling you,
he or she is interested in potentially buying a
car. Regardless of whether you think callers
will choose your dealership, give each one the
option to come into the dealership and see
what you have to offer.
Take time to listen to your prospect’s questions,
comments and concerns when he or she calls
you. Worst case scenario, the caller says no.
Yet the worst thing your agents can do is not
even ask. You can’t read your prospects’ minds,
and you have to do the work to bring them in.
Phone handlers might say something like this:

“We’d love to have you come by to test
drive the car. Are you available this week
to take a quick tour?”

SET
BEST PRACTICES

You’re connecting calls and inviting prospects
in for an appointment. Great! But here’s
the tricky part about actually bringing in
more prospects: effectively getting those
appointments scheduled.
Everyone is busy; that’s just a fact of life.
When your prospects call in, they want to feel
confident their needs are being met. With that
being said, this entails you first reaching out
about setting a specific appointment time.
Don’t let the prospect ask first.
Your goal here is to go for “firm appointments,”
which are when a prospect confirms a specific
date and time to come in for an appointment.
Avoid “soft appointments,” which are when a
prospect agrees to come in, but doesn’t specify
when or responds vaguely with a time, such as
“I may swing by sometime this weekend with
my wife.”
To get those firm acceptances, provide some
options. When inviting prospects in for a
tour, offer at least two different dates and
times. Offering time and date options make
your prospects feel as though they’ve already
agreed to the appointment and will naturally
choose between the two. If not, they’re more

likely to offer up their own time. For example:

“Are you available to come in on
Wednesday or Friday?”

“Would a morning or afternoon
appointment be better for you?”

“I have time at 3 p.m. and 4:30 p.m. on
Friday. Which one is better for you?”

Get those specific times written down and
remind your prospects of their appointment in
an email confirmation immediately after hanging
up. Doing so leaves less room for surprise
cancellations or forgetfulness on either side.

PURSUE
BEST PRACTICES

Pursuing those stranded callers is half the
battle in the car business. The worst is when
a prospect called in interested in purchasing,
spoke to someone, yet left the call without an
invitation into the dealership.
But good news! Not all hope is lost in this
situation. Have someone call the prospect
back as soon as possible; this shows some
great initiative on your side and proves to
prospects you’re interested in their business.
Have your sales agents let them know you’d
love to invite them in for a visit based on your
last conversation.
The same goes for missed calls. If you
received a call from a prospect – especially
if this prospect left a voicemail – pursue that
opportunity. Leaving a voicemail is sure proof
that the prospect is interested in you. Don’t
leave him or her hanging. Return the call as
soon as possible and apologize for missing the
call. Handle the call the way you usually would
and don’t forget to request that appointment.
Sometimes you’ll get calls from prospects who
are wishy-washy about coming in for a visit.
Try to secure an appointment with a follow-up
call about confirming a specific appointment
date and time. If a prospect agreed to think
about a visit – but never called back – pursue
that call. Your prospects may forget to call
back, but your team shouldn’t.

CRISP

QUICK TIPS
CONNECT

REQUEST & INVITE

Repeat back the caller’s name at the
beginning of the call.

Offer at least two different times for an
appointment.

Ask for the caller’s name at the beginning
of the phone call and use it frequently
throughout the conversation. Using the
caller’s name helps build rapport and lets
the customer know he or she is being taken
care of.

Instead of bluntly asking the caller if he or
she wants to come to the dealership, offer
two different appointment times.

Ask at least one question about the caller’s
vehicle preferences.
If the caller’s desired vehicle is not in stock,
ask questions anyway. Studies have shown
87% of customers buy a different car than
the one initially desired.
Ask specific questions regarding what the
caller is looking for, such as a new or used
vehicle, a particular year or age range, price
or gas mileage.
Assure the caller the dealership will have the
perfect car. You promote the dealership’s
brand by ensuring your team has the
customer’s best interest at heart and will do
anything to meet his or her needs.
Tailor what you say to what the client is looking
for in a vehicle and how the dealership can
help.

Start broad and then narrow down to
a specific appointment time. Begin with
offering parts of the week, then different
days, then different times of day, and finally,
hours.
Providing two different appointment times
helps eliminate the possibility of the caller
saying no. Based on Car Wars data, 90% of
callers agree to at least a soft appointment
when asked.
Try to pencil in a specific date and time for an
appointment.
Sometimes the caller refuses to set a solid
appointment. The next best move is to offer
a tentative appointment and ask he or she to
contact you if that time doesn’t work.
A tentative appointment still implies
personal responsibility on the customer’s
part to let you know if he or she won’t be
able to make it.

SET

PURSUE

Provide instructions on what the caller
should do upon arrival.

Confirm the best call-back number for the
caller.

Let the client know where to go upon arrival
at the store and to let the receptionist
contact you once he or she has arrived. By
doing so, this shows the customer you have
set aside the appointment time specifically
for them; there’ll be more of a personal
obligation to show up.

Asking for the best contact number
accomplishes two important things: It gets
you the best number for the client and
signals you care about his or her business.

Let the caller know you’ve set aside a
specific time for the appointment and ask
him or her to contact you or another agent if
anything changes on the appointment. The
result? The caller feels more responsible for
making an appearance.

Asking for contact information is also
a great way to shift into requesting the
appointment.
Set expectations for the return call.
The next best thing to setting an
appointment is setting expectations for a
return call. Give details on why you need to
call back and when he or she can expect to
hear back from you.
Narrow down times for a return call as you
would for an appointment. Start broad, then
drill down.
Ask for permission to call back if the caller’s
needs can be met at a later date.
Always set the stage for further
communication. Ask the caller for
permission to reach out if his or her needs
can be met in the future. This way, you’re
ending the call with a friendly reminder that
you’re continuously working to go above and
beyond and meet personal preferences.

The fastest and easiest way for dealers to improve the bottom line is to perform better on the phone.
CRISP helps owners and managers track the right metrics and execute solid phone skills in order to
instill a culture of accountability, set more appointments and provide a top-notch customer experience.
Instead of managing mediocrity, now you can confidently lead your team to success. Car Wars’ CRISP
Certification focuses on the four metrics to provide quality phone training and instill a robust
skill set in every agent.

TO GET YOUR TEAM CRISP CERTIFIED,

visit www.carwars.com/CRISP-certification or call 833-201-7681

CRISP
You know your team needs to improve on
the phone, but who has the time?

VIRTUAL TRAINING

CONTINUOUS PERFORMANCE

Staff members and managers are training
through an immersive, interactive virtual
environment.

If anyone drops below key metrics, those
specific team members are targeted for
re-certification.

NEW AGENT TRAINING

NEW CONTENT ADDED

New hires are identified through the
Car Wars staff list and are automatically
added to be trained and certified.

Supplemental content is added regularly
to the core content to keep information
fresh and engaging.

PERFORMANCE REPORTING

REINFORCES CRISP METRICS

Store managers can see precisely who is
engaged with training and who is not.

Car Wars monitoring tells the program
who needs to be recertified while single
sign-on from Car Wars makes it easy for
staff & managers to access training.

See You At Training!

www.carwars.com/crisp-certification
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